
                April/May  2021 

  Connect  Learn  Socialise 

A huge thank you to all our course leaders and coordinators who have set  

U3A Port Fairy buzzing!  Some of you are running 2 and 3 courses—WOW! 

 New leaders & coordinators are now needed for the 2nd semester  -  so come on board, 
share your passion and start a new group. 

 

Clockwise from Left—  Bridge, Quilting, The Hidden Life of Trees,  

Gallery Visits  Fascinating 20C women and Marjong. 
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Lanyards will be distributed  

through your course leaders in May 

Where’s  the  

lanyards 

Skip? 

 

Greetings to all U3A Port Fairy members!  

I hope you’re enjoying our Semester One program – such a diverse range of courses 
and activities! We are fortunate indeed that there has been no interruption to our 
planned program and the disruptions of 2020 are behind us. Whereas many other 
U3As in Victoria were unable to resume Semester One face-to-face classes because 
their buildings remained closed, we have had continuing access to Port Fairy      
Community House for many of our activities, courses and meetings. We value our 
ongoing collaboration with PFCH and their staff, as well as our partnerships with 
other community organisations that provide options for other venues when required.  

 

The committee decided to proceed cautiously with a range of small interest groups 
this year and this strategy has been a success; members have participated               
enthusiastically in the new short courses, enjoying the opportunities for discussion in 
relaxed small-group environments. With our use of the renovated Cottage space at 
Community House as well as the Yacht Club we have been able to increase the  num-
bers of participants in larger courses in a safe and responsible way.  In some courses 
participants have shared the responsibility for researching a topic and  presenting to 
the rest of the group.  This collaborative model is working very well in courses like 
Fascinating 20th century women and Wandering the World. Our members have great-
ly enjoyed the stimulating fieldtrips with their environmental science focus, the cul-
tural excursions, walks and zoom-based discussions and presentations.  Thank you to 
all course leaders for sharing your interests and knowledge and for  facilitating won-
derful conversations, shared learning, fun and fellowship!  

 

As members of U3A Port Fairy we are all volunteers and a culture of support, men-
toring, friendship, and collaboration is essential as we grow and expand our           
activities. At the start of the year we welcomed new course leaders who are now 
making a significant contribution to the program. As you will read in this Newsletter, 
we have several other roles for volunteers to support the organisation and             
management of U3A Port Fairy and the quality of our events and courses. Please 
consider offering to become part of our team in one of the areas outlined below.    
We are grateful for all offers of assistance!  

Kate Donelan 
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With a small number of members doing a great deal of work, 

we need help!!!! 

 

POSITIONS VACANT 

Tech Trouble Shooters—we need a few people who could assist course 

leaders with IT—e.g. new course leaders may need help with the smart TV, 

assistance with presentations, power point, slides etc.    The Tech Trouble Shooters are  

mostly needed at the beginning of semesters.          (contact Soy Goy) 

 

Web Site Manager— we need someone to maintain our website. 

Mostly monthly activity of uploading Newsletters and other material.  

(contact Maureen Joyce) 

 

Administration Assistance—We need people who are computer   

literate and can help occasionally—e.g. typing up course lists—

usually at beginning and end of semesters. (contact Maggie Currie) 

 

Events  - Hands up to help with set up, catering, 

help with events  and putting flyers around town 

as needed. (contact Sue Knudson) 

 

Social Media/Face Book—someone to share and 

manage our Facebook Page   ( contact Maureen Joyce)  

 

Committee of Management—positions available for people 

interested in the running and leadership of U3A Port Fairy 

(contact Kate Donelan) 
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MEET OUR COURSE LEADERS 
 
Jan Addinsall 
 
What Course are you running and why did you become a course leader? 
I was approached early this year to take the Current Affairs course.  I was a little hesitant at first but 
am enjoying the stimulation of research and discussion. 
  
How long have you lived in PF and where have you come from? 
I have lived in Port Fairy for the past 3 years having spent my first 21 
years in Melbourne, 1 year teaching at Simpson, 6 years teaching in and 
around Hamilton, 30 years at Glenthompson and 12 years back in 
Hamilton. 
  
What would be your dream holiday and why? 
My dream holiday?   In the age of Covid I think my dream holidays 
have been had and are just wonderful memories.  Sailing the Norwegian 
coastline in a small ship and the Kimberley coast in a catamaran would 
have to be the best holidays and my dream of walking along the coast 
of Cornwall which was to have taken place last September will remain 
just a dream for now. 
  
What is something people may not know about you?  
I do love the theatre  and classical music and have enjoyed going back to Melbourne Theatre 
Company performances this year.  

     IMPORTANT DATES FOR 2021 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday  June 21st 

 10 am to 12pm  

At PFCH 

Enrolment date for 2nd Semester  

You can confirm with your course leader if your 

course is continuing into 2nd Semester.                

If so, no need to re-enrol. 

 June  30th End of 1st Semester— no course during July 

August 1st Beginning of 2nd Semester 

October  Seniors Events—stay tuned 

November 30th 2nd Semester ends 
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SMALL INTEREST GROUPS  - Semester 2 Leaders 
Wanted 

The Small Interest Groups  -SIGs  have been very successful  in 
this 1st semester.  Now we need members to start up a  group for 
2nd Semester. 

HAVE A GO!  Here are just some ideas …... 
A…  Antarctic— the expeditions and or  the environment, Afghanistan in the golden 
age. 

B… Books readings —on any topic, birds, bees, bulbs, battles, Booker Prize winners 

C… Crafts. basket making, crochet and other activities 

D… Dancing, digital photography  

E… Environment, Energy consumption, English histories 

F… Films, fish of southern oceans, short box films—classics, westerns, Marilyn Munro, 
Oz.  

 G… Great gardens of the world, Great Sages in World History 

H… History of …… (choose your passion) 

I… Irish History, Indian modern history, Industrial revolution 

J... Joan of Arc, Journals of famous people eg—Anne Frank, Marco Polo, Agatha Christie 

K—Keep fit activities, knitting 

L….Lunch Club. 

M...Mosaics, meditation group, Melbourne history, Middle East 

N...Nordic walking,  Native people of North America 

O.. Opera, Ottoman Empire 

P… Poetry, painting, Peter Singer 

Q… And Quiet Flows the Don… and other Russian novels 

S… Scrabble, South Sea Stories of W. Somerst Maugham 

T...Table Tennis, Theatre, Tibetan history 

U ...UK Histories, USA elections 

V...Virginia Woolf Essays on the self... 

W...Wild Flower identification, wine tasting, Witch Trials 

X… The X Factor—a special  ability or quality— share your special talent.  

Y... Yodelling, 

Z.. Zen and various ways of being mindful and aware or Exploring Zen Koans 

 



 

READING SHAKESPEARE 
 

A (literary) argument over whether Venus was a cougar erupted in the         
penultimate session of Reading Shakespeare on April 6.  
 
 Disagreement arose when we were considering unrequited sexual tension in 
the poem Venus and Adonis which includes considerably racy passages.   
 
Other sessions dealt with a king who mistook his wife for a statue in Winter's Tale and a bloodbath when 
the knives came out for Julius Caesar. The series ended in more soothing tones on April 20 with a selection 
of sonnets including musical renditions of some by Paul Kelly.  
 
Steve Mackey 
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ENQUIRING INTO ASTROLOGY 

 
After a year of Zooming the philosophy class was back in The Station Room at Community 
House on April 19.   
 
It was April 27 last year that after two face to face meetings Western Philosophy converted to 
online. We went on to hold eleven sessions by Zoom in 2020 and a further four this year     
under the new title: Enquiring into Astrology.  
 
The course started in February 2019 and will have clocked up thirty seven ses-
sions by the time it finishes on June 7. For two years the course followed Pro-
fessor Richard Tarnas's excellent history of ideas in his The Passion of the 
Western Mind. Then it took a critical perspective on his more controversial 
book Cosmos and Psyche where Tarnas claims a level of validity for astrology.  
 
Steve Mackey 
 
 

 

                             Mike, Noleen, Ganga, Steve, Marjorie, Anne and  Jan. there were four apologies.  



Reduce your risk of  
Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

BE COVIDSAFE:  Any symptoms — Get Tested and STAY HOME until you receive your results and advice  

 
Current Affairs 

  
Much of the discussion at our March meetings centred around Covid-
19, its origins, spread, quarantine procedures, lockdowns,  border   
closures and changing demographics of  Australia’s population due to 
the pandemic. 

  
 Due to the Labour day holiday a session was held at “The Oak and Anchor” the following day and 
the five members who attended enjoyed a coffee and an informal discussion on the Covid issues 
mentioned above. 
              
Our last meeting was on 12

th
 April and the topic “ Federalism” was discussed from a number of   

angles; State / federal  legislation, the  rules governing the Territories, Port of Darwin sale,           
euthanasia laws. 
           
There has been some interesting discussion and the sessions have been well attended. 
At our first April meeting we are looking at China, its interests in South East Asia, Uighurs, Belt and 
Road, its population dilemma and its trade with Australia and USA.  I’m sure this will continue into 
the following session. 

 In May it is planned to have Josh Byrne from the Waste management  department of the Shire to 
speak to us on  waste management, recycling etc.   
 
Jan Addinsall 
 

Hidden Life of Trees 

 
At the latest session we met at Koroit  Botanic Gardens with special guest John 

Miller taking us through the gardens. 

Followed by afternoon tea  under to the rotunda and    
hardly a springle of rain. 

 

Maggie Currie 
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 WANDERING THE WORLD 

Wandering the World is continuing online journeys to near and far 

places.   

Last week we ventured to India and visited ‘Glittering Gujarat’ 
with Ganga Powell as our tour guide.  

 It certainly is a glittering part of the world with the enormous 
sparkling salt lake, the “Rann of Kutch’, exotic architecture,      

ancient ruins and mirrored fabrics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our next journey is closer to home.  John Miller will take us on a trek to scale 
Mt Woodroffe, South Australia’s highest mountain untain peak, on  14th May. 

Jo Levey   045903194 

Beginners’ Bridge & Continuing Bridge 
Two separate Bridge Groups have been operating this semester, one for a group 

of eight beginners, and another for a group of four who learned the basics in 

2019, prior to the Covid year, when no classes were on offer. 

Eight enthusiastic beginners worked in the Station Room, trying to make sense 

of the written, spoken and whiteboard-illustrated bridge instructions and       

conventions. They were invited to interrupt at any stage to clarify a point (and 

they did!) and some spirited discussions and determined play ensued. 

Bridge is a complex and demanding game, requiring patience, persistence, memory, calculation and card sense. 

By the end of our eight sessions, all beginners are ready to carry on with game practice to become fluent enough 

in their play to enjoy duplicate bridge. 

The Continuing Bridge group members are a credit to their 2019 tutor, Robyn Archer, and after eight weeks of 

solid playing sessions this year under guidance, have ALL graduated to the next level and are playing           

competitive (duplicate) bridge at the Port Fairy Bridge Group, where they 

have been complimented on their efforts and welcomed to the magic world of 

regular bridge players. 

Well done to you all – you chose a demanding mind game to tackle, so  

congratulations on your endeavours and persistence. 

Robin Southey  
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History of Port Fairy  
  

The course on Port Fairy History remains popular, and has started well, despite the 
“Walk Around the Block” having to be postponed from 24 March until 14 April 
because of rain. Yesterday also produced some light skiffs, but at this time of the 
year the weather is not likely to be perfect between 10 and 11.30 AM on the       
second and fourth Wednesdays. Walks seem to be enjoyed by members of the group, probably because we 
can actually see houses and buildings related to the people and stories we’ve gathered. 
  
The course commences with the Aboriginal people who lived in this area for upwards of 40,000 years, in  
permanent buildings, and used farming practices. Budj Bim with its World Heritage status destroys the    
common belief of a nomadic race of people who were hunters and gatherers. Important landmarks for the  
local aboriginal people include Tower Hill and Deen Maar, Lady Julia Percy Island. 
 
The first white settlers in 1836 were bay whalers from Tasmania, however, the whales were “fished out” 
within eight years at Port Fairy. The whalers turned either to farming locally, or returned to Tasmania. 
Although some people are led to believe they are buying “whalers’ cottages”, there were no original 
“whalers’ cottages” in Port Fairy! 
  
With the Special Surveys of 1843 sold to James Atkinson, on Port Fairy Bay, and to William Rutledge, from 
the Merri River to Tower Hill, the small town of Port Fairy was renamed Belfast and grew to about 2000 
people in less than 15 years. This rapid settlement was disastrous for the local native population, so that  
within 20 years the Aborigines had all but disappeared. The question of, “What happened to them?” is one 
we discuss, and there is no simple answer. And, unfortunately, this problem of Native Law and European 
Law remains with us today. 
  
Fortunately, though, there are various sets of letters and journals written by pioneering women still in        
existence, which tell in detail what life was like for the settlers in those early days. Eliza Rutledge, Amelia 
Flower, Penelope Selby, Annie Baxter, Isabella Dawson and others all record many different experiences  
living in and around Belfast/Port Fairy in the 1840-50s.  How different, and yet how similar in some ways, 
were their lives compared with ours! 
  
The boom years existed for nearly 20 years until the early 1860s, when excess labour from the gold fields, a 
general depression and the demise of the far-reaching Rutledge & Co. stopped the development of Belfast 
Port Fairy, while Warrnambool and Portland continued to expand. In 1885, what remained of the Atkinson 
land was sold off, and the town’s name reverted to Port Fairy in 1887. It was Belfast for 43 years. “The town 
that kept its character”, as Marten Syme wrote, continued almost in a time warp; most of the grand houses 
and cottages remained in various states of repair; the town relied on fishing, and from 1920 the Glaxo compa-
ny, for employment. This time warp helped to protect the 50 plus registered heritage buildings in town until 
owners were able to afford the cost of restoring the original structures, and history started to be recognised as 
important in the mid-1960s. 
  
Then tourism started, slowly at first in the 1960s, with ramshackle camping arrangements, building up to the 
present day, when historic buildings and the ambience of the town must be 
protected from over-development. So, how did Port Fairy become the    
wonderful, welcoming place it is today, with its many festivals bringing 
tourists and money to benefit the town? 
The answers may be found in the U3A Port Fairy History course. 
  
 

The Port Fairy Museum & Archives, run by the local Historical Society 
since 1963, is a great source of information. This museum has been       
accredited with Museums Australia (Vic.) since May 1998. 

Judith Kenshaw 
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The Family History Group  
It has been very interesting to hear the individual Family History stories and 
keepsakes within the group.  
 
As a result similar research connections are beginning to emerge. For example 
early German Settlement within Australia, Military research, same Surnames, 
Locations etc. 
 
A number of members have previously been Researching and therefore are able 
to share their experience re- areas to Research, tips etc. with others. The group 
has also been networked to other groups such as Port Fairy Genealogical Society 
and Port Fairy Historical Society and U3A Online Genealogical Group (thanks 
to our U3A) for assistance.  
 
Looking forward to the next session. 
 
Rhonda Allardice. 

Textiles – Introduction to Patchwork & Quilting 
 

Patchwork & Quilting got underway in March and finished in April. A group of 7 eager 
participants started and it has been fantastic to see their emerging projects. Each one    
highlights their own individual personality which is demonstrated by their choice of     
fabrics, colour, and design. I have also learnt from my students which is an especially  
important part of the U3A philosophy. 
 
If anyone reading this has a hobby or activity that they enjoy and would like to share it 
with other U3A members, please do not hesitate to put your hand up and offer to lead a 
group. It feels extremely rewarding! 
 

Jill Burgoyne 
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 Fascinating 20th Century Women  
 

Florence Nightingale, Sister Elizabeth Kenny, Dame Mary Gilmore and Faith Bandler.  
  
You may think you know these fascinating women. But do you really? This is what the well-
attended course Fascinating women of the 20th century is all about and what we found out was they 
were much more fascinating than we had always thought.  
 
Florence Nightingale was an epidemiologist, Sister Elizabeth Kenny – never 
trained as a nurse but established the most effective management of            
poliomyelitis victims which enabled them to regain their ability to walk, 
Dame Mary Gilmore honoured on our $10 note was a crusader and fighter 
for women and Aboriginal fights and friend of Henry Lawson and Faith 
Bandler paid a key role in the 1967 referendum to improve rights for          
Indigenous people.  
 
Many thanks to the group members who have presented.  All of our group 
are  looking forward to meeting new fascinating women in our next session. 
 

Lorraine Mielnik 
 Nurse Kenny 

Florence 

Nightingale 
Dame Mary Gilmore 

  

Writing Group  
 

This monthly group is working well as a supportive writing community. We have decided to focus on 
narrative or creative non-fiction as people are particularly interested in writing from real             
life: family histories, memoirs and accounts of historical, social and cultural events.    

 

We are currently exploring how the techniques of fiction can be used in writing true stories. Last 
month people shared pieces of writing based on personal experiences and for the next session in May 
the focus will be on descriptive writing based on observations of a particular location in and around 
Port Fairy. 

Kate Donelan 



 

Ecology of south West Victoria 
 

The Ecology of South West Victoria program continued with the March field trip to explore the woodlands of 
St Helens Flora Reserve, where Mike did some hold hole-digging to reveal the underlying secret of the       
reserve -  an impervious clay layer that results in the reserve flooding in most years. And then to cap it all off, 
a surprise visit from local farmer and historian Sue Rowbottom who gave us an impromptu talk on the history 
of the site.  
 
Then it was on to Mills Reef in April to look at coastal shrublands and, to the surprise of some, the moss and 
algae that hold it all together. The wild weather on the following weekend illustrated what a fragile ecosystem 
it is when part of the primary dune we were looking at was washed away. 
 
Seaweed scavenge 
 
The wild weather brought a bounty of seaweed and other weird stuff from the Southern Ocean onto our  
beaches. These events provide a great opportunity.. A Pop-up Ecology session at Little East Beach just after 
the storm revealed some of the ocean critters that are rarely available to us.  
 

Next, we are off to the Port Campbell heathlands  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                          

Mike’s dig at St Helens Woodland 

John Miller 
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Best of the Best - Australian Literature 

After discussing Ethel Turner’s classic novel, Seven Little Australians and Henry Handel Richardson’s 
autobiographical novel, The Getting of Wisdom our topic for April was 20th Century Pioneers. The 
group read and discussed three classic memoirs: A Fortunate Life by AB Facey, I Can Jump Puddles 
by local writer Alan Marshall, and The Road from Coorain by Jill Ker Conway. Through 
documenting their pioneering experiences each writer raises questions about the myths 
and values that underpin our nation’s identity.  In May we will discuss two enjoyable 
comic memoirs set in post-war Sydney: Clive James’ Unreliable Memoirs and Robin 
Dalton’s Aunts Up the Cross.  

There are places in this course if you are interested in discussing ‘classic’ novels and 
memoirs and what they reveal about Australian life, past and present.  

Kate Donelan - 0404180687 



 

TOWER HILL VOLCANO  GEOLOGY LECTURE 
The active volcanic field of Western Victoria:  

How and when  Tower Hill volcano erupted                             

by  Professor Ray Cas  
Held in the Port Fairy Lecture Hall 7.00 pm Wednesday 28 April and Mike Raetz 
was the convenor.  

Professor Cas from Monash University is Australia’s pre-eminent volcanologist. He 
has achieved  international recognition for his work and supervised research in 
western Victoria for over 40 years.  
  
U3A Port Fairy was delighted to have Professor Cas address us on the eruption   
history of Tower Hill; our most prominent landscape feature and attraction.  

The events described happened 35,000 years ago when Aboriginal people were  
living here.  

The lecture was a great success with a full house.  

The next day many intrepid U3A explorers decamped to Tower Hill to investigate the side of the volcano. 
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Regional Gallery Visits  - Portland, Narrawong and 
Tyrendarra on Friday 30th April 

 

 

At  Bay of Whales Gallery 

Jessie Street  Portland—so much to see—we 

were shown over the many creative activities  
Lunch at 

Bahloo  

Cafe 

Two Rivers Gallery 

A FABULOUS DAY OUT! 



 The Second Semester will run from August  to November.  

No courses will run during July. 
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Your input is welcome 

Our next newsletter will be out in June/July  

with the latest news.  

We appreciate anysuggestions or  

comments to keep our newsletter     

interesting and relevant to our members. 

Email Maggie and Maureen  

via u3aportfairy@gmail.com 

or mmcurrie@gmail.com 

ENROLMENT FOR 2ND SEMESTER  

Monday 21st  June 10 am—12 midday 

CHECK WITH YOUR COURSE LEADER TO SEE IF  

YOUR COURSE IS ONGOING. 

 

 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE :   www.u3aportfairy.com  
You can  . . .: 

• Download our ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2020 

• Find copies of our Newsletters 

• Use the How To page to help you use online  systems 

• See Links for  some course  materials  — like Steve’s Enquiring into Astrology course,     

last year’s gallery visits, and all the Science Naturally information from 2020 

• View photos in the Gallery Links 

New Yorker 


